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Across
1 Stuck without
potassium, unit leader
produces wall coating.
(6)
5 Put the bracelets on
article and Washington
in fit of pique. (8)
9 Take the bracelets off,
feet turn around. (8)
10 Camping purpose? (6)
11 Nerazzurri, Milan
leader and Arezzo
back four offer musical
interlude. (10)
12 Personal bearing
called out as stingy.
(4)
13 Oversubscribed line
now includes sheets
and pillowcases. (3,5)
16 I wager about insect.
(6)
17 Editor replaces tail of
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Job to make Good
Book palatable. (6)
Almost in good health
with heart of Sir
Lancelot, perhaps. (44)
Drivers drop off
Amalia in country
around Timbuktu. (4)
Mic dropped between
bottom half of bikini
and partner in hostile
fashion. (10)
Ancient books
protected by locks can
elevate balloons. (3,3)
Feathered Australian
with short back muscle
- or one who copies
another? (8)
Man once enslaved
said to be money
supply guru. (8)

28 There's about one of
those ancient books.
(6)
15
Down
2 On after ten - it fits in
a mortise. (5)
3 Don't dis separate and
distinct Greek island.
(5)
4 Chap chases Bismarck,
for example, to padded
seat. (7)
5 Chorizo never covers
limit of one's view. (7)
6 Disagreeable racket
about mantra. (7)
7 A cellist ran after
Jaguar, perhaps, to
multi-hull. (9)
8 Informing on a suspect
while making notes on
cello, perhaps. (9)
14 Create affection
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around first three of
you French for Cook's
vessel. (9)
Deceased absorbs
headless liturgical
direction to oil. (9)
Prim age drama gives
rise to pithy saying. (7)
You say easily solved
clue is the opposite of
left out? (5-2)
Garland certain to
provide free time. (7)
Year of Our Lord wellsuited to change. (5)
Unsecured restrooms
for American with
energy, (5)

